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"NO PENNIES" reads the vending machine in front of you. Do we ever really use pennies? In my opinion, we should stop minting pennies. Think about it. Should we really keep making pennies? Will it hurt or help our country?

First, as it states in the passage "Do Pennies Make Sense?" we would actually save more money by not producing pennies because it takes 2 cents to make 1 penny. In result, we would mostly round to the nearest nickel or dime like the army does.

Second, as president Obama says in paragraph 7, why do we need to make pennies when we hardly use them? Think about it, how many times has one gone up to a vending machine that just spits the pennies right back out. Or the poor cashier who receives 100 pennies to count only to make one weak dollar. Wouldn't it be easier to use nickles or dimes?

Third, as said in paragraphs 7, 3 and 4 about how Canada, Australia and many other countries have eliminated their what would be in America, one cent coins. Many people in the US
think it won't help our country, but look at Canada for example, they have a great country and a great economy and are doing just fine.

My last topic of discussion is about how lots of people in the last passage believe that if we get rid of pennies we will spend more money making nickles. This is true but easy to fix. Lots of people think that it will benefit our community if we get rid of both pennies and nickles. This would help but definitely is not our best option.

In conclusion, even our president agrees that we should get rid of pennies. It will benefit our country in many ways and make our economy and country a great place to be.
Where's the last time you used a penny? Probably not in a while. Where's the last time you asked for a penny back because you overpaid? Pennies are not useful and as of today, you can buy anything for one penny. We should not be using pennies, and we should not keep making them. I think we should just keep making and using pennies, and here's why.

To start off, pennies cost more to make than they're worth; they cost 2 cents to make. In fact, last year, the government spent 83 million dollars making pennies. What makes these pennies so expensive? Pennies are made out of zinc, which costs quite a bit. The company Jarden zinc product has made 800 million dollars since 2000. Well, if they cost...
So much to make, people must be using them and
putting them to good use.

Really, pennies are not used much throughout
the United States. Nowadays, people more frequently
use debit and credit cards to buy things, rather than
cash. After all, when's the last time you've or your
parents have payed with actual pennies. Just months,

President Obama stated, "Anytime we're spending money
in something people don't use, that's an example of things
we should probably change." If we get rid of pennies,

yes, our produce prices will go up, and we will have to
use dimes. Good news is that dimes cost only five cents
to make, less than how much they are.
As you can tell, pennies are useless and cost a lot to make. A penniless country would be much better than one with pennies. I do not think we should have pennies, and you should too.
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I think the United States should get rid of the penny because it doesn't do a lot to help the United States and it isn't the most important coin. It costs more to make than it is worth and it is frequently not very important.

I think the United States should stop making pennies because it is cheaper to buy toys for $9.95 than it is for $9.99. A good reason for getting rid of the penny is every time you would make a penny you would save 2 cents because it costs to cents to make a 1 cent coin. If the government got rid of pennies it would be ok because the nickels cost 10¢ to make and the dimes cost 5¢ to make.

I think the United States should get rid of the pennies because most people in our time use debit or credit cards and not as much cash and coins. I also think the United States should get rid of pennies because its currency is less than its production cost. Most charities don't care if the penny will stop being made and the Salvation Army says that the group which gets many coin donations are not worried.
To sum up I think United States should get rid of the penny because a lot of countries in the world don't have there lowest valued coins anymore and because if the United States takes away the penny they can save a total of a lot of money. In conclusion the U.S. should get rid of the penny because the nickel and the dime produce the same money as they do to make them because a nickel plus a dime equals fifteen cents and the total to make one dime and one nickel together is fifteen cents.
Should we keep the penny or not? Pennies are still good but, many people think not. I personally think that we should keep pennies for these reasons.

People think we should not make pennies because they cost 2 cents to make. But if we get rid of the penny we would have to stick with the nickel. And nickels cost 10 cents to make. Without pennies it would cost more in stores. For example: if a toy was $8.99 we would be able to pay that price with pennies. But without the penny we would have to make it $9.00. Without the penny we would have to make more nickels and making more nickels is more expensive then making more pennies. Many countries have stopped using pennies. More reasons why we shouldn't get rid of pennies is charities rely on pennies so they can raise more money. And 67% of Americans think that we should still use pennies, that means that only 33% doesn't want pennies. Another way that we can keep the penny is by making them out of different material. We can make pennies out of steel. Steel
is less expensive than zinc. A penny is 97.5% zinc and only 2.5% copper. So if we make pennies out of steel it would save us a lot of money and we wouldn't have to use the nickel. Experts have said that since the penny and the nickel cost lots to make, that we should just get rid of both of them and stick with the dime. But then again the dime does cost 5 cents to make. More than it would a penny. Pennies cost 2 cents to make nickels cost 10 cents to make and dimes cost 5 cents to make. Pennies cost less then it would to make a nickel or a dime. So why get rid of it if it costs less to make?

In conclusion, I think that we should still use pennies. It will save us money. Some of you might disagree or some of you might agree.
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President Barack Obama said that is probably time for the United States to stop making pennies. Other people think otherwise that we should keep pennies. In my opinion I would not keep the pennies.

In the year 2012, it costs 2¢ every 1¢. Every year the pennies goes more up to pay more to make the penny. One year ago it costed them in the whole year it costed $58 million making pennies. At stores in the army in the US cash purchases are rounded to the nearest nickel. People would be forced to pay more because they would be rounding to the nearest nickel. On 1982 it has been the only supplier of pennies. The company has earned $800 million. It is a good deal.

Now you can see that they need to get rid of pennies. I agree with Obama that we should get rid of pennies forever.